
MUS CLIP 1PC
About Item

1. Two music note paper clips: The packaging includes 2 sheet music holders for the piano. It
is made from durable plastic.

2. Size details: The music clips' dimensions are as follows- 15cmx5cm or 5.9inx1.97in, and the
maximum opening of the music clip is 2cm or 0.79in.

3. Build to last: These music clips are not only robust and long-lasting but also environmentally
friendly, ensuring prolonged and safe use.

4. Effortless page turning: The music clips effectively prevent sheet music from becoming too
thick, enabling seamless page turning.

5. Versatile use: This sheet music holder for piano is perfect for editing piano music books,
music books, as well as other publications, including large catalogs.

Product Description

Experience convenience and efficiency like never before with our innovative 2PCS
plastic sheet music holders. Crafted with utmost care, these holders boast a compact
size of 15cm (5.9in) x 5cm (1.97in), featuring a maximum opening of 2cm (0.79in).
But it's not just about size; our holders are built to last, ensuring strength, durability,
and eco-friendliness, making them ideal for long-term use.

Turn pages effortlessly as our holders prevent sheets from becoming overly thick.
Versatility is the key - perfect for editing piano music books, music books, and even
large catalogs. Elevate your productivity with these exceptional sheet music holders
today!

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Durable Build Eco Friendly Versatility Compact &
Portable



Our plastic holders
are strong and
durable, perfect for
musicians and
editors who need a
reliable companion
for regular use.

Our holders are
eco-friendly, reducing
our environmental
impact while
performing
exceptionally.

Our sheet music
holders can hold
books up to 2 cm
(0.79in) thick,
making them perfect
for music, catalogs,
and other materials.

Compact and
easy-to-carry sheet
music holders
measuring 15cm x
5cm. Perfect for
musicians and
editors on the go.

Product specification:

● Material: Plastic
● Opening size: 2cm
● Dimension: 15cm x 5cm or 5.9in x 1.97in

Package information:

● 1x Music page holder

Usages

Use the music clip for efficient page turning

Compact and portable, perfect for artists on the move.

It can be used to edit various books, making it a valuable tool.

Suitable for managing & editing sizable catalogs efficiently.

Perfect for editing music books and other musical compositions.

Benefits of products



Allows musicians to focus on playing.

Suitable for editing various types of books.

Ideal for organizing and editing large catalogs.

Prevents sheet music from getting too thick.

Minimizes distractions caused by cumbersome page-turning.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Professional Presentation.

User-Friendly & Durable Design.

Lightweight and portable design.

Protects sheet music from damage.

A dependable tool that supports musicians and editors.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.



The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Versatile Yes No

Compact Yes No

Best Price Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Is it easy to use?

Answer: Yes, it is very easy to use.



Question: How many music page holders are in the package?

Answer: The package holds 2 music page holders.

Question:What is the maximum opening size?

Answer: The maximum opening size of this music sheet holder is 2 cm.

Question: Is it reliable?

Answer: The sheet holder is made from durable plastic. It is reliable.

Question: Can these holders be used for editing music books other than piano music?

Answer: Yes! These sheet music holders are versatile and can be used for editing
various types of music books as well as other written works.




